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Summary: This short essay describes the difficulties and impromptu workarounds that

emerged when utilizing the video game Minecraft as the central educating device in several

skilled writing seminars. More particularly, the creator discusses a key moment in the

semester the place college students needed to move between college and non-university

know-how infrastructures with a purpose to create multiplayer gamespaces that were

accessible to their friends. In narrating this expertise, the writer will show how a discourse of

access can be utilized to study the oft-invisible insurance policies, procedures, and

restrictions that form the best way we compose, circulate and make seen digitally-native

work. Furthermore, the writer will discuss how a essential emphasis on entry will help

teachers and students higher mediate the relationship between inner or university-equipped

technological infrastructures and external platforms when creating interactive digital projects.

alicepopkorn underlying motivation of this essay is to not lambaste universities for lack of

institutional support nor is it to champion industrial organizations as saviors for serving to

teachers successfully use digital platforms within the classroom. As a substitute, the purpose

of this temporary essay is to spur discussions surrounding the next questions: how would

possibly we use points relating to access to raised study and navigate the laborious-to-

outline boundaries that separate university-sanction expertise use from non-university

sanctioned technology use? How would possibly calling college students' attention to access

refine the larger learning goals for Digital Humanities or DH-related courses? This short

essay describes the difficulties and impromptu workarounds that emerged when using the

video game Minecraft because the central teaching instrument in a number of skilled writing

seminars. 
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